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Abstract
The rapidly growing size of deep neural network (DNN)
models and datasets has given rise to a variety of distribu-
tion strategies such as data, horizontal, and pipeline par-
allelism. However, selecting the best set of strategies for a
given model and hardware configuration is challenging be-
cause debugging and testing on clusters is expensive. In this
work we propose DistIR, an IR for explicitly representing
distributed DNN computation that can capture many popu-
lar distribution strategies. We build an analysis framework
for DistIR programs, including a simulator and reference
executor that can be used to automatically search for an
optimal distribution strategy. Our unified global represen-
tation also eases development of new distribution strate-
gies, as one can reuse the lowering to per-rank backend
programs. Preliminary results using a grid search over a hy-
brid data/horizontal/pipeline-parallel space suggest DistIR
and its simulator can aid automatic DNN distribution.

CCSConcepts: •Computingmethodologies→Distributed
programming languages;Machine learning; • Software
and its engineering→ Compilers.
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Figure 1. The workflow of existing approaches to DNN dis-
tribution (top) vs. DistIR’s approach (bottom). Instead of
directly transforming the computation graph to per-rank
programs, we write parallel transforms as manipulating Dis-
tIR programs, which can then be lowered for execution.

1 Introduction
In recent years, deep neural network (DNN) models and
datasets have grown rapidly in size [5, 10, 21, 29]. Large
datasets such as C4 [27] are impractical to process on a
single device, and models with billions of parameters [10]
exceed the memory capacity of even the highest grade ac-
celerators. Thus, it is often important to distribute models
across multiple devices.

DNN distribution strategies each make different trade-offs
to tailor for particular model architectures or hardware types.
For instance, data parallelism [9] partitions input data across
devices or ranks, allowing one to train models with large
batch sizes, but can incur high communication costs to sync
multiple copies of the model’s parameters. Other distribution
strategies, such as horizontal model parallelism [31], pipeline
parallelism [14, 24], and hybrid strategies that combine par-
allelism dimensions [17, 18, 21, 25], allow one to scale model
size but have their own drawbacks; e.g., pipeline parallelism
needs a large batch size to keep all devices utilized. In this
work we address the following questions:

How do we select the best distribution strategy
for a given model and hardware configuration?

https://doi.org/10.1145/3437984.3458829
https://doi.org/10.1145/3437984.3458829
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How do we develop new strategies for emerging
model architectures?

Unfortunately, most existing DNN frameworks suffer from
one or more of the following problems:
1. Choosing the best strategy for a given model, or design-

ing a new strategy for a novel architecture, is difficult
because testing and debugging is expensive on real clus-
ters. Existing frameworks do not capture the distribu-
tion strategy explicitly in an intermediate representation
(IR) [24, 30, 31] (Figure 1, top), which makes it hard to per-
form static analyses such as simulation or runtime/mem-
ory estimation. Such analyses both accelerate the task of
manual distribution and are vital for systems that auto-
matically distribute models [17, 33].

2. Combining existing distribution strategies is challenging
because many implementations [14, 21, 24, 31] are not
written as composable transforms; in fact, they often have
different input and output representations.

3. Implementing a new strategy in existing frameworks is
difficult as this entails designing the distribution algorithm
while workingwith low-level programs; these frameworks
provide no way to decouple the distribution from the
creation of the per-rank programs.

In this work we propose a more modular workflow for dis-
tributing DNNs (Figure 1, bottom) using DistIR, a new IR
for distributed computation. Our key insight is that all three
of these problems can be solved by capturing the entire dis-
tributed execution in an IR and implementing distribution
strategies as transformations over this IR.

Capturing distribution explicitly in the IR design enables
efficient simulation and analysis. Problem 1 can be tackled
by using a simulator that estimates runtime and memory
consumption of DistIR programs in an automated search
algorithm to pick the best distribution for a given model.
We present an abstract interpretation framework [7, 8] that
can be instantiated to perform a variety of analyses such
as simulation in linear time. Our framework can also be
used to construct a reference executor that executes a DistIR
program on a single device. These tools can help performance
engineers quickly test and debug new distribution strategies.
A uniform representation also makes it possible to write

hybrid strategies as compositions of IR transformations (Prob-
lem 2). Implementing a new strategy, Problem 3, is simplified
as one can focus on achieving the desired distribution in a
high-level IR and reuse the lowering pass that produces the
low-level per-rank programs. An IR can also enable high-
level (e.g. Python) APIs for DNN practitioners to directly
write and combine distribution strategies.

The key properties of DistIR are its explicit schedule and
distributed semantics. DistIR programs consist of a sequence
of operations that are executed in the order that they appear.
DistIR’s semantics are defined over a distributed comput-
ing model where each device is capable of executing one

operation at a time, and operations involving multiple de-
vices execute synchronously on all participating devices (e.g.,
Send blocks both sender and receiver). Despite this apparent
restriction, we show that DistIR can express the range of
currently employed distribution strategies in deep learning.
DistIR’s benefits are not due to special primitives, but to

its explicit modeling of the global distributed computation.
DistIR uses MLIR’s dialect-based design [19] to be paramet-
ric with respect to its primitive operators. This allows one
to easily extend DistIR to new application domains by pro-
viding operator definitions and cost models. In this paper,
we instantiate DistIR with the ONNX operators for machine
learning primitives and the MPI communication primitives,
and use analytic cost models. One could instead instantiate
it with the primitive operators of XLA or PyTorch in order
to integrate it with their respective frameworks.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We present DistIR, an efficient and expressive IR for dis-
tributed computation (§2). DistIR can express many pop-
ular distribution strategies, and DistIR’s modular design
allows adding new primitives to capture novel strategies.
• We define an analysis framework (§3), that can be used
for efficient lowering of DistIR (§3.1), a reference executor
to check correctness of DistIR transforms (§3.2), and a
fast general-purpose simulator for estimating runtime and
memory consumption of DistIR programs (§3.3).
• We show howDistIR facilitates writing parallel transforms
by implementing a prototype transform for the D/H/P
search space [30] created by combining data, horizontal
(or operator), and pipeline parallelism.
• We demonstrate DistIR’s suitability for automatic distribu-
tion and optimization by applying a grid search algorithm
over the D/H/P space (§4).

We discuss future work in §5, review related work in §6, and
conclude in §7.

2 DistIR
In this section we define the DistIR language and semantics,
and discuss its design and expressivity.

DistIR is an intermediate representation (IR) for distributed
computation based on the Multi-level Intermediate Repre-
sentation (MLIR) [19] compiler framework. As such, its syn-
tax is based on the Static Single Assignment (SSA) form.
While DistIR is designed to be implemented within the MLIR
framework, for ease of presentation, in this paper we use a
simplified syntax (e.g., Figure 2).
The top-level container is a module, which is comprised

of a sequence of functions. A function consists of a name,
a sequence of variables that are function parameters, and
a sequence of operations that make up the function body.1
Operations come in three forms: invocations to a primitive
1We use MLIR naming conventions in code listings, e.g. %x for variables
and @foo for functions.
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1 func @dense(%w, %x) {

2 %A, %b = UnpackTuple(%w)

3 %h = Gemm(%x, %A, %b)

4 %a = Relu(%h)

5 return %a

6 }

7
8 func @denseGrad(%wb, %x, %da) { ... }

9
10 func @lossGrad(%p, %y) { ... }

11
12 func @mlpPP(%w1: D1, %w2: D2, %x: D1, %y: D2) {

13 // Split into microbatches 1 and 2

14 %x_1: D1, %x_2: D1 = Split(%x, dim=0, num_splits=2)

15 %y_1: D2, %y_2: D2 = Split(%y, dim=0, num_splits=2)

16 // Pipeline

17 %as_1: D1 = @dense(%w1, %x_1)

18 %ar_1: D2 = Send(%as_1, 2)

19 %as_2: D1 = @dense(%w1, %x_2)

20 %p_1: D2 = @dense(%w2, %ar_1)

21 %ar_2: D2 = Send(%as_2, 2)

22 %dp_1: D2 = @lossGrad(%p_1, %y_1)

23 %dw2_1: D2, %das_1: D2 = @denseGrad(%w2, %ar_1, %dp_1)

24 %dar_1: D1 = Send(%das_1, 1)

25 %dw1_1: D1, _ = @denseGrad(%w1, %x_1, %dar_1)

26 %p_2: D2 = @dense(%w2, %ar_2)

27 %dp_2: D2 = @lossGrad(%p_2, %y_2)

28 %dw2_2: D2, %das_2: D2 = @denseGrad(%w2, %ar_2, %dp_2)

29 %dar_2: D1 = Send(%das_2, 1)

30 %dw1_2: D1, _ = @denseGrad(%w1, %x_2, %dar_2)

31 // Weight update (WU)

32 %dw1: D1 = Sum(%dw1_1, %dw1_2)

33 %w1_new: D1 = Optimizer(%w1, %dw1)

34 %dw2: D2 = Sum(%dw2_1, %dw2_2)

35 %w2_new: D2 = Optimizer(%w2, %dw2)

36 return %w1_new, %w2_new

37 }

Figure 2. DistIR code listing for pipeline-parallel train-
ing of a 2-layer MLP model over 2 devices. The functions
@denseGrad implements the backwards pass for an MLP
layer, and @lossGrad(%p, %y) computes the gradient of the
predictions %p given the labels %y. In DistIR, Send encapsu-
lates both sending and receiving. We annotate variables with
D1 and D2, and color them blue and orange, to represent that
they live on device 1 and 2 respectively.

operation (henceforth op), calls to other functions defined
in the same module, or return statements.
DistIR, like MLIR, is designed to be extensible by being

parametric on the set of primitive op typesO. The core frame-
work requires only that ops be registered along with their
function signatures. (The simulator in §3.3 requires abstract
implementations and cost functions for each registered op.)
DistIR’s type system also allows extension with new types
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Figure 3.Traces (not-to-scale) for @mlpPP from Figure 2 (top)
and the program obtained by swapping lines 20 (𝑝1) and 21
(𝑎𝑟2) of @mlpPP. Each op is labelled by its (first) return value
(with %s omitted) and “WU” represents the weight update.

as required (we omit type annotations in our listings for
brevity). We have instantiated DistIR with ONNX ops, corre-
sponding backward ops, and MPI communication ops.
All programs in DistIR are essentially straight-line code:

there are no loops, branches, or recursive function calls. How-
ever, note that primitive ops can abstract arbitrarily complex
computations, including on multiple devices, as long as we
can define cost models for them.

For example, consider the program to train a 2-layer multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) model over 2 devices using a pipeline
parallel strategy (Figure 2). The function @dense represents
a single layer in an MLP model, and uses primitive ops Gemm
and Relu from the ONNX standard, and an UnpackTuple
primitive to unpack a tuple of weights (for brevity). The
@mlpPP function splits the training data into two micro-
batches and then executes the forward pass and backward
pass on each microbatch before summing up the gradients
and updating the weights. The code for each microbatch is in-
terleaved in order to capture the efficient pipelined execution
shown in the trace in Figure 3, as explained below.

2.1 Distributed Semantics
DistIR programs execute on a distributed computation model
over a finite fixed set of devices D, each of which is single-
threaded and can execute at most one operation at a time.
Each operation executes in a synchronous manner on a set
of devices 𝐷 ⊆ D. This means that execution of the op waits
until all the involved devices are free before proceeding. This
set of devices can depend on the runtime input values and
their locations, e.g. a Send(%x, 2) will run on devices 1 and
2 if its input %x lives on device 1.2 The op register contains
this information, along with the concrete implementations
of each primitive op in O.

2Since DistIR models the global computation over all devices, there is no
need to have separate send and receive ops.
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DistIR has an explicit schedule: operations execute in the
program order, but consecutive operations on disjoint sets
of devices execute in parallel. For example, consider @mlpPP
from Figure 2. Assuming its input values %w1 and %x (respec-
tively, %w2 and %y) live on device 1 (respectively, 2), then the
first two Split ops execute in parallel on devices 1 and 2
(Figure 3, top). After this, the @dense returning %as_1 and
the Send returning %ar_1 execute in sequence (because they
both involve device 1), followed by simultaneous compu-
tation of %as_2 and %p_1 (because they involve separate
devices).
However, if we swapped lines 20 (%p_1) and 21 (%ar_2),

then because the Send involves both devices, it blocks %p_1
on device 2 from executing until it completes (Figure 3, bot-
tom). We see that DistIR enforces the schedule given by
program order, regardless of the fact that line 20 and line 21
have no data dependencies and can be swapped without
changing the program’s return value.

DistIR’s representation of pipeline training (@mlpPP) cap-
tures the distributed computation on all devices in the same
function. It captures the way the inputs are split into mi-
crobatches in the first few lines; the way the model is parti-
tioned into multiple stages using the @dense function; and
the pipeline schedule that determines the order in which
microbatches execute on a device in the program order of
the multiple calls to @dense.

Note that we do not expect users to write DistIR code man-
ually. Users can continue writing forward-only code (e.g.,
@dense) in a frontend like PyTorch and export it to ONNX or
XLA to generate the backwards pass (e.g, @denseGrad), after
which we import to DistIR. DistIR then distributes the code
by applying transforms (resulting in, e.g, @mlpPP). The ver-
bose nature of DistIR makes it easy to perform distribution,
and to analyze and simulate the resulting programs.

2.2 Expressivity
DistIR is expressive enough to represent many distributed
DNN training strategies of interest, including:

• data parallelism, horizontal parallelism [31], model paral-
lelism, and multiple pipeline-parallel schedules;
• hybrid strategies such as the one-weird-trick [18];
• training optimizations such as ZeRO [29], and tensor re-
materialization [12, 15];
• sparsely activated models such as GShard [21] and Switch
Transformers [10].

Our evaluation of these models is ongoing.
DistIR’s explicit design means that some computations

are harder to model. For example, the assumption that each
primitive op in DistIR is blocking synchronous means one
must use lower-level communication primitives such as Send
to model the behavior of fine-grained collective communi-
cation algorithms where some devices perform useful work
before others are ready. Another common optimization is to

Algorithm 1: An Abstract Interpreter for DistIR
given :an abstract domain (𝐴, S)
inputs :a function 𝑓 and a list of input values ®𝑣
outputs : the final abstract state 𝜌
𝜌 ← new abstract state mapping ®𝑥 to ®𝑣
foreach op ∈ ®op do

case op looks like ®𝑦 = 𝑂 ( ®𝑥) do
®𝑤 ← run abstract semantics S[𝑂] (𝜌 ( ®𝑥))
𝜌 ← update ®𝑦 to ®𝑤

case op looks like ®𝑦 = call foo( ®𝑥) do
𝜌 ′← call Abstract Interpreter on foo and 𝜌 ( ®𝑥)
𝜌 ← update with ®𝑦 from 𝜌 ′

case op looks like return ®𝑥 do
return 𝜌, 𝜏

overlap communication with computation on devices like
GPUs with multiple streams. Expressing this in DistIR needs
a more verbose approach of using a DistIR device per stream,
and specifying that devices representing streams within the
same GPU have low or zero communication cost (see §3.3).

3 Analyses
This section presents an analysis framework, based on ab-
stract interpretation [7, 8], that can be used, e.g., to simulate
the runtime and memory consumption of DistIR programs.

At a high-level, abstract interpretation can be thought of
interpreting a DistIR program line-by-line, but with a state
that maps each variable to an abstract value (such as the type
Int) instead of a concrete value (such as 42). These abstract
values represent the set of possible values that the variable
can have over all executions of the program.
Abstract interpreters are parametric on the abstract do-

main, which consists of a set 𝐴 of abstract values, and ab-
stract implementations of primitive ops over this domain,
represented as an abstract semantics S : O→ 𝐴∗ → 𝐴∗ map-
ping each op type to a function over abstract values. For
abstract interpretation to be sound, the abstract semantics
must abstract the concrete semantics (more details in [7, 8]).

Algorithm 1 gives the algorithm for abstract interpretation
of a DistIR function 𝑓 on input (abstract) values ®𝑣 . It returns
an abstract state 𝜌 : X→ 𝐴.

An example instantiation of abstract interpretation is type
propagation. The abstract domain consists of types such
as Int, Float, and Tensor[Float], and the abstract imple-
mentation of each op checks that the op’s inputs match the
expected types and returns the type(s) of the output(s).

3.1 Lowering
We can use the abstract interpreter to perform the lowering
from a DistIR program representing an entire distributed
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computation to the per-rank program executed by each par-
ticipating device. Our abstract domain is the set of devices.
The abstract implementation of each op checks that the input
values live on the expected devices and then returns abstract
values corresponding to the devices on which each output
resides. For instance, the implementation of MatMul checks
that all inputs are on a single device 𝑑 and returns device 𝑑
as the output, whereas an Allreduce checks that inputs are
on distinct devices and returns the same list of devices. After
interpretation, we project the input program to device 𝑑 by
filtering out all ops without inputs or outputs on device 𝑑 .

3.2 Reference Executor
Another instantiation of our framework is a reference se-
quential executor, which can be used to check the output of
an DistIR program without executing it on a cluster. This
helps debug and develop parallel transforms that manipulate
DistIR programs. We use an abstract domain consisting of
concrete values (technically, each value represents a single-
ton set) and abstract implementations of each op perform
a sequential version of its computation. For example, an
MPIGather op concatenates its inputs on the specified axis.

3.3 Simulator
We can also instantiate the abstract interpreter to perform
a simulation of an DistIR program in order to estimate its
runtime and memory consumption.

We use a mixed abstract domain containing both concrete
boolean, integer, float, and tensor values, as well as types
such as Int32, Float16, and tensor types annotated with
shapes, element type, and device (Tensor[Float32, (128,
64), 0]). The concrete values are needed to infer the output
shapes of ops such as Reshape, and the shapes of tensors let
us accurately estimate the cost of tensor ops.
The abstract implementations of ops is as follows: for

most ops, such as MatMul, we simply propagate types and
devices. Some ops, such as Shape, convert an abstract input
like Tensor[Float32, (128, 64), 0] to the concrete out-
put [128, 64]. An op such as Reshape requires a concrete
shape as input and returns a tensor type with the appropriate
shape. We use the input shapes to estimate the runtime of
each op using analytic cost functions; but we could alterna-
tively use profiled data. We also estimate the live memory
profile for each device by calculating the memory require-
ment of each tensor from its shape and assuming that it is
live from the time it is created until its last usage.

4 Evaluation
Our evaluation of DistIR is ongoing. We have implemented
a prototype in Python consisting of the IR, the abstract inter-
pretation framework along with instantiations to a reference
executor and simulator, and a parallel transform for apply-
ing distribution in a hybrid data/horizontal/pipeline-parallel
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Figure 4. Comparison of DistIR’s simulated throughput and
actual throughput for various MLP models. Real throughput
measured on similar models manually written in PyTorch.

(D/H/P) space. We have yet to implement a backend for Dis-
tIR that can execute the lowered per-rank programs on real
hardware (we discuss this and other ongoing improvements
in §5). Thus, we investigate the following questions:
1. Are the DistIR simulation results accurate compared to

manually constructed models run on real hardware? (§4.1)
2. For large scale parallelism, do the trends reported by the

DistIR simulator match intuition? (§4.2)
3. Are hybrid strategies useful for optimal distribution? (§4.3)
4. How canDistIR’s simulator enable automatic optimization

in the hybrid search space? (§4.3)
For all experiments we instantiate the simulator with ana-

lytic cost functions that estimate costs based on compute and
network performance behavior of NVIDIA GPUs - Figure 4
models a single server with up to 4 Titan V [2] GPUs, while
Figures 5 and 6 model a DGX [1] machine with 16 GPUs.

4.1 Simulator vs. Real Performance
Figure 4 shows that for deployments of up to 4 GPUs, the
DistIR simulator’s throughput predictions for MLP models
strongly correlate with the true performance measured on
real hardware using equivalent PyTorch models. We manu-
ally construct the PyTorch models and run them with 32-bit
precision using the DistributedDataParallel (DDP) API. We
vary the world size, batch size, model depth, and weight size
for a total of 81 data points. Each physical GPU data point is
the median of 100 measurements recorded after 10 warmup
iterations. We find that the Pearson coefficient between the
simulated predictions and true measurements is 0.9289, and
the Spearman coefficient is 0.9311. This suggests that the Di-
stIR simulator will correctly compare distributed strategies
during automatic distribution.
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Figure 5. Simulations showing how data parallelism and
pipeline parallelism scale as the parallelism degree increases
for an MLP model with over 1 billion parameters. For data
parallelism we compare different global batch sizes, while
for pipeline parallelism we fix the global batch size and only
vary the number of microbatches per minibatch.

Our simulator overestimates throughput for some data
points, but this is due to differences in absolute runtime
rather than differences in relative speedups as we increase
the parallelism degree. This is due to a combination of: (a)
missing kernel launch overheads in our per-op cost functions,
(b) different communication strategies used by PyTorch’s
data parallelism and our implementation, (c) discrepancies
in our cost model for backward ops. We plan to address
these issues by adding launch overheads to our cost model,
updating our data parallel transform to match PyTorch’s
DDP, and using profile-based costs for per-op cost models.

4.2 Large-Scale Parallelism Trends in Simulation
Figure 5 demonstrates that the DistIR simulator matches
the expected behavior when applying data parallelism and
pipeline parallelism in isolation to MLP models. Across all
parallelism strategies, we expect better performance when
the computation-to-communication ratio increases. With
data parallelismwe indeed observe larger speedups in through-
put (samples per second processed) relative to a single-device
execution as we increase the global batch size. Similarly,
we see with pipeline parallelism that injecting more micro-
batches into the pipeline reduces “bubble” sizes and improves
overall throughput.

4.3 Hybrid Parallelism and Automated Grid Search
Figure 6 illustrates the need to search through hybrid paral-
lelism strategies in order to maximize throughput for a given
model and number of devices. The plot shows speedups for
training a 64-layer MLP with uniform hidden size 8192 over
different numbers of devices. The lines correspond to stan-
dard strategies data, horizontal, and pipeline parallelism, and
we show that the best throughput is achieved by a hybrid
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Figure 6. Simulated results from applying combinations of
data, horizontal, and pipeline parallelism in varying degrees
to a 4-billion parameterMLPmodel across several world sizes.
The red points indicate the best performing configuration
for each parallelism configuration and world size, while the
gray points denote all other measured combinations.

data-horizontal strategy. On the other hand, pipeline par-
allelism incurs delays due to pipeline bubbles, confirming
our intuition that pipelines are not useful for models whose
parameters fit on a single device.

We demonstrate the potential for automated distribution
by performing a grid search over the D/H/P space for the
MLPmodel above. The search space has 4 dimensions: the de-
gree of data, horizontal, and pipeline parallelism, and, for the
latter, the number of microbatches. We were able to search
through the 52 resulting strategies on a 16 device setup in
under a minute using a laptop with a 4-core processor. The
simulator was able process DistIR programs with over 16,000
ops in under a second. This indicates it is possible to use
DistIR for automatic distribution based on search algorithms.
We plan to investigate more complex search algorithms as
well as evaluate the results of search on actual hardware in
future work (§5).

5 Discussion and Future Work
There are many promising directions for future work.

First, we plan to write an exporter that converts the per-
rank DistIR programs emitted by our lowering to run on a
backend such as ORT or XLA. This will allow us to compare
the simulation results with profiling results on actual hard-
ware, and creates an end-to-end DistIR workflow. We can
then also use profile data from actual executions to improve
our per-op cost functions.

Many recent works propose algorithms for automatic dis-
tribution, such as MCMC search [17], integer and dynamic
programming [24, 33], reinforcement learning [23, 34], and
custom algorithms [16, 25]. We plan to investigate these
search strategies within our simulator-based search infras-
tructure. We also aim to extend our evaluation to other DNN
models and search over optimizations such as ZeRO [29].
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Many frameworks use a single-program-multiple-data
(SPMD) representation for distributed computation, because
it provides concise representations of common data-parallel
programs [21]. In DistIR, we can outline such repetitive
blocks of code into functions to reduce IR size. We are also
investigating adding a map primitive to DistIR to make it
easier to express common map-reduce patterns.

While DistIR enables composable transforms through its
uniform representation, designing these transforms in prac-
tice requires careful consideration. One challenge is that each
transformation must preserve a valid communication layout
between different devices. This is especially difficult when
constructing nested distributed strategies, as each additional
transformation introduces its own collective communication
which must respect prior parallelism dimensions. Another
challenge is navigating the trade-off between conciseness
and flexibility in the representation. For example, while the
map primitive outlined above would avoid repeating code,
it might preclude subsequent non-uniform transformations
across different branches of the mapped function. We plan
to explore these trade-offs in future work.
We plan to implement DistIR’s analysis framework and

simulator on top of MLIR. This will not only bring perfor-
mance improvements, but also allow us to reuse MLIR’s
infrastructure, use existing generic transformations and op-
timization passes, as well as make it easier to instantiate
DistIR with primitives from different domains.

6 Related Work
Many existing libraries for distributed DNNs [14, 24, 31] are
implemented in eager frameworks such as PyTorch [26] that
do not have an IR capturing the distributed computation. This
makes it hard to write analyses such as a general-purpose
simulator. Implementations of distribution strategies, e.g. the
pipeline schedule in PipeDream [24], are typically entwined
with the per-rank program code. This means a simulator
would have to either be tied to a particular pipeline schedule
or accept the schedule as an auxiliary input.
Graph-based frameworks such as XLA [20] and ONNX

Runtime [22] lower DNN models from frontends such as
Tensorflow [3] or PyTorch [26] into IRs that are capable
of expressing distributed computation [10, 14, 21, 35]. Our
contribution relative to these frameworks is to make explicit
the semantics and scope of an IR for distribution and to build
a simulation and analysis framework. We can integrate our
framework with Tensorflow by importing XLA graphs into
DistIR, just as we now import ONNX Runtime graphs.
There is existing work on combining distribution strate-

gies, as well as APIs that allow users to pick from a space
of strategies [21, 30]. However, as these strategies are not
designed as IR transforms it is difficult to extend these to
distribution strategies outside of the supported space. We

plan to build a Python API for DistIR that will further lower
the barrier for people developing new strategies.
DaCe [4], Lift [32], and Elevate [13] all propose IRs for

representing parallel computation. However, these IRs are
primarily designed for maximizing single-node parallelism
rather than optimizing distributed performance for large-
scale DNNs. DistIR is not a functional language, nor a classic
data-flow model; rather, it is an imperative language and an
SSA-based IR (though functional and data-flow models can
be lowered to it). Halide [28] separates what is computed
from how it is computed; we plan to investigate integrating
Halide’s approach inDistIR in order tomake transformsmore
modular. TVM [6] is an end-to-end optimizing compiler for
DNNs, but to our knowledge it does not consider distribution.

DayDream [36] and DNNMem [11] propose profiler-based
simulators to accurately predict DNN execution time and
memory respectively. However, DayDream has a special rep-
resentation for optimizations and DNNMem operates over
front-end model specifications, while we capture both model
and distribution in a generic IR. FlexFlow [17] uses a simu-
lator to search over a fixed strategy space but does not con-
sider pipeline parallelism. Similarly, PipeDream-2BW [25] in-
cludes a profiler to predict performance for various pipeline
parallel configurations but does not consider horizontal par-
allelism. DistIR’s simulator is more general as it is not tied
to a particular class of models or strategies.

7 Conclusion
DistIR is an efficient IR for explicit representation of dis-
tributed DNN computation. DistIR permits efficient static
analyses such as simulation that accelerate manual distri-
bution as well as enables automatic distribution via search
algorithms. Expressing distribution as transformations over
DistIR functions allows one to develop hybrid strategies
via composition of existing strategies. Our preliminary grid
search over a space of hybrid strategies demonstrates how
DistIR can be used to facilitate automatic distribution.
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